
Rules

Boulbi Cup U13 - 2022

Teams
10 teams.

33  games, each team plays 6 or 7 games.

Team Composition minimum : 10 players + 1 goalie - Maximum : 17 players + 2 goalies

Preliminary Games

Number of games 2 groups of  5 teams - each team play 4 games

Punctuality
Each team must be ready to play at least 5 minutes before their game begins.

Otherwise a forfeit will be declared

Warm-up 2 minutes - pucks not allowed

Length of the Game

20 minutes with stoppage of play.

No more stoppage of play if the goal difference is > 3 , except for a long

stoppage (injury…)

Timeouts are not allowed

Changes
players are substituted on the fly
goalie can be replaced by a player at any time

Win 3 points

Tie 2 points

Loss 1 point

forfeit 0 point (game lost 5-0)

Ranking
Points are awarded for each match with teams ranked in the group based on the total

number of points.

a) Points comparison among the teams

In the event of a tie on points, the following
criteria will be applied in the order:

b) Goals difference comparison among the teams

c) General goals difference

d)  Number of goals

e) Total number of players in the team including goalies

f) team with the youngest player (birth date)

Second Phase (1 or 2 games)

Number of games 2 or 3 games

Warm-up 2 minutes - pucks not allowed

Length of the Game

-20 minutes with stoppage of play.
No more stoppage of play if the goal difference is > 3 , except for a long stoppage

(injury…)
Timeouts are not allowed

Changes
players are substituted on the fly
goalie can be replaced by a player at any time

When a game ends in a tie

Penalty shots will take place . Each team chooses 3 players and whoever shoots the

penalty will rotate from one team to another team. When there is still a tie, each team

chooses 1 player until a winner is determined. A player can not shoot 2 penalties as long

as not all the field players on his team have already shooted

FInal games - ranking from 10th  to 1st  place

Warm-up 2 minutes - pucks not allowed

Length of the Game

2x15 minutes with stoppage of play -

excluding the final :No more stoppage of play if the goal difference is > 3 , except for a

long stoppage (injury…)

2 minutes break between each period

Final only :  1 time-out of 30s per team allowed

Changes

players are substituted on the fly

goalie can be replaced by a player at any time

When a game ends in a tie

Penalty shots will take place . Each team chooses 3 players and whoever shoots the

penalty will rotate from one team to another team. When there is still a tie, each team

chooses 1 player until a winner is determined. A player can not shoot 2 penalties as long

as not all the field players on his team have already shooted



Game rules

Overall Guidelines The games will follow the valid rules of the IIHF and guidelines of FFHG for U13.

Checking Body checking are not allowed

Fouls

minor penalty : 1 minute in the box
major penalty :  5 minutes in the box and sit out for the rest of  the game.

The organization will meet to decide on after-game sanctions

Referee Protests are not accepted and will be penalized

Regulations for the tournament

Coaching Staff no more than 4 designated people (coaches and staff) are located.

Discipline
Playing with hockey sticks, pucks, or balls are NOT allowed in the ice rink arena. No

running, no roller skating, no skateboarding…  around the arena.

Disputes

Tournament organizer is responsible for the running of the tournament in accordance
with the regulations and will take the necessary action for the efficiency of the

tournament. No compensation shall be paid, nor may any compensation be claimed in
this regard.

Closing Ceremony The teams must attend the closing ceremony and are asked to wear their jersey

Regulations Participating in the tournament implies the full and clear adherence to these rules.


